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rives, mainly defence, national self-preservation.
Economic advantages were recklessly sacrificed for that
political end, for national power as the sole source of
defence in the international anarchy, and would be
again, if the choice were between welfare and defence.
Unless we can satisfy that political need which comes
before all else, the mere satisfaction of economic need
will leave the problem unsolved. At a time when
Germany had reached a degree of suffering worse than
any she had experienced since the blockade, Hitler
secured his most passionate response, not by promising
to give Germany bread, but by promising to give her
arms. We witness the same scale of values to-day:
Goering's "Guns are more important than butter",
summarises the whole philosophy of anarchic Europe.
We ourselves have put it more elegantly: "Defence is
more than opulence."
'Defence indeed is more than anything else whatso-
ever, and redress of grievances does not solve the prob-
lem of defence.
'What grievances had Germany against us in 1914,
or against France or Russia ?   Or we against Germany
previous to 1914?   A dozen historians and statesmen
have assured us that not for years had Anglo-German
relations been marked by a greater freedom from
specific grievance on either side than in 1914.   Except,
of course, one supreme grievance; Germany's growing
power threatened to make us defenceless, to deprive us
of all means of defending even our most vital rights.
We tried to solve that problem by compelling Germany
to occupy the position of manifest inferiority of power
we refused to occupy.   (To prove to her that our pre-
ponderance of power could never work to her detriment
we made the Treaty of Versailles.)  By that method, if
we are secure, Germany is not; if Germany is secure,
we are not.   The defence of one automatically kills tfee

